Slk 550 amg

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the SLK-Class. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission
7-speed shiftable automatic. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature
Power Feature Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4
one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote
window operation yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level
warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front
Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions height adjustable passenger seat yes sport front seats
yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front leg room Dimensions Dimensions Front track
Maximum cargo capacity 9. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place
9. Drag Coefficient. Length Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored
cars related to the SLK-Class. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes
multi-link rear suspension yes multi-link front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4 yr. Roadside Unlimited yr. Sign Up. The Mercedes-Benz SLK-Class is a
fun-to-drive roadster that combines the safety and security of a hardtop, the wind-in-your-hair
fun of a convertible and the European-brand cachet of a Mercedes all in one powerful and
attractively styled package. Introduced in as an answer to the BMW Z3 and Porsche Boxster in
the premium small roadster segment, the SLK's most unique feature was its retractable hardtop
roof, which offered more security as well as a quieter ride than its competitors' soft tops. In less
than 30 seconds, with the touch of a button, one could convert the Mercedes SLK from a closed
coupe to a cool convertible without leaving the driver seat. Improvements over the years kept
the car competitive, but after seven years on the market, the Mercedes-Benz SLK-Class was
ready for a redesign. With a dramatic new design for inspired by Mercedes' Formula One
racecars, the second-generation SLK is every bit as eye-catching as the original. It's also
slightly larger and more powerful than its predecessor, and still has the fun-to-drive character
that made it so likable in the first place. While the previous version had the feel of a leather-lined
bobsled, the larger cabin of the new version gives you plenty of room to move about. Even more
impressive than the added room is the redesigned dashboard with its more cohesive layout,
cleaner gauge cluster and higher-quality materials. Overall, the improvements create a more
upscale, tasteful-looking cabin that far exceeds the previous model's. An innovative Airscarf
system channels warm air to your neck and shoulders via dedicated registers in the headrests,
making the Mercedes-Benz SLK-Class even more comfortable with the top down in chilly
weather. Improvements continue under the hood with horsepower on tap, courtesy of a 3. The
SLK can sprint to 60 miles per hour in just 5. Complementing the impressive power plant is a
pair of transmissions that offers excellent flexibility and performance whether you go with the
standard six-speed manual or seven-speed automatic. Other notable improvements under the
skin include a new rack and pinion steering system and more powerful brakes. The
recirculating-ball steering system used in the previous model was often chastised for its heavy
feel and inconsistent feedback, but the new setup is both lighter and more communicative. The
SLK now has the power to go head-to-head with a Porsche Boxster and the handling to keep
pace with a BMW Z4, and its revamped interior is arguably better than both. Overall, the
Mercedes-Benz SLK-Class offers one of the most compelling combinations of style,
performance and comfort available anywhere. In addition to a larger engine, the SLK adds inch
wheels. Should this not be enough, there are many options to consider, such as a sport
package with a lowered suspension, bi-xenon headlamps, a navigation system, a watt
surround-sound audio system, a glovebox-mounted CD changer, satellite radio,
power-adjustable memory seats, seat heaters and an Airscarf system that directs heat through
vents in the head restraints. The Mercedes SLK features a 3. The SLK offers a 3. A six-speed
manual is standard, and a seven-speed automatic with automanual shift capability is optional.
Seat-mounted side airbags are standard equipment, as are four-wheel antilock disc brakes,
stability and traction control called ESP and the TeleAid system, which alerts emergency
personnel if an airbag goes off and can also put you in touch with a live operator to summon
medical or police assistance. The Mercedes SLK also has reinforced A-pillars, integrated roll
bars behind each seat and emergency tensioning seatbelt retractors for enhanced rollover
protection. BrakeAssist automatically applies full braking force when a panic stop is initiated.
Power kicks in early with either V6 and remains solid throughout thanks to variable camshafts
and a two-stage intake manifold. As an added bonus, the stout 3. Top up or down, the Mercedes
SLK feels remarkably composed and solid. Ride quality is a bit firm with the optional sport
suspension, but the resulting handling is worth the trade-off. The steering is light to the touch
yet returns enough road feel to maintain the car's sporting demeanor during aggressive driving.
The brakes are a tad touchy, but stopping distances are impressive. Good-looking soft-touch
material covers the top of the dash, glovebox and doors, while plastics of similar quality fill in

the rest. The climate control layout varies depending on whether you add a navigation system,
but both arrangements use easy-to-decipher dials. The soft and supportive seats remain
comfortable even after several hours of continuous driving. Keep the windows up while the top
is down and there's minimal wind buffeting. If that's not enough, consider the Airscarf system
that channels warm air to your neck and shoulders via dedicated registers in the headrests. It
actually works quite well, and when combined with traditional seat heaters, the Mercedes-Benz
SLK-Class becomes one of the most useful all-weather convertibles on the market. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Costs more than peers, big blind spots when top is up. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the SLK-Class for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. A less expensive SLK model debuts, featuring a 3. Read more. Write a review See all
97 reviews. The Ultimate Performance. I have had multiple BMWs and an Audi, but nothing
performs like this car. The acceleration and exhaust sound and handling is awesome. If you can
hang on, no corner is too fast. I put Michelin PS2s on and the handling and red smoothness is
even better. I have 23k miles on mine and not a problem. I just hope MB is still making these
when I replace this one! Read less. Best Bang for your Buck! Mine is getting up there in
mileage, but the performance and engine are rock solid, reliable and I've had no issues
whatsoever. I really can't think of another car in this price range that turns as many heads, is as
much fun to drive and feels as nice as this car. This could be your only car - it's plenty
comfortable, and spacious if you're not carrying cargo much. Fuel mileage is pretty bad, but
worth it for the great performance. This is truly a great car to drive everyday! It's fast,
comfortable, reliable and just overall amazing. With the top up or down there is no better ride
out their for the money! Finally I've got a toy that I always wanted. A fun to drive, powerful car
that is a convertible as well. Yes, the ride is stiff, yes, it is a gas guzzler, but the feeling you get
when you step on gas and the way the car responds can't be beat! The Capris Blue with light
beige Nappa leather is amazing. The Command and the satellite with the upgraded sound
system is excellent. I thought that the trunk space would be limited, but is big enough to pack
for 2 people for a weekend. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored
cars related to the SLK-Class. Sign Up. Upright and uptight Mercedes-Benz swung low in with a
midget sports roadster priced to sell. It did, hooking , customers in seven years, an amount with
which Mercedes is delighted. The SLK wasn't popular on this playground, however, where it
was considered a chunky boulevard rambler. Corner crushers such as the Honda S and
Porsche Boxster mopped the switchbacks with the little Benz. His title acronyms mean
sportlich, leicht, and kompakt â€”sporty, light, compact. What the SLK really needed was a
more sportlich engine, suspension, steering, brakes, interior, and body. Wind-tunnel speeds
were cranked up during the shaping of the new SLK. The old car's upright face has been swept
back, the headlights blasted into teardrops, and the hoodline shaved lower to the front wheels.
A Formula 1 tribute is etched in the protruding nose and grille wings. The propeller-sized
Mercedes star pays lavish tribute to, well, Mercedes. All this stylistic sharpening hides the
SLK's expanding dimensions. Compared with the old car, there are an extra 1. It's wider, too, by
2. Lovers of leicht can look elsewhere. By the company numbers, the SLK V-6 also puts on
about pounds, to fitted with a six-speed manual. A heavier metal top, patterned after the SL's,
somersaults the rear glass during the second drop for more compact stacking. Hence, trunk
space with the top stowed almost doubles to seven cubic feet. Fortunately, the SLK lays on
horsepower as well. Mercedes sends the U. The V-6 is new, the first engine of many to come
that will shred the current Mercedes rulebook. The company has been in the single-cam,
three-valve, twin-spark business for more than a decade, having produced V-6s, V-8s, and Vs off
the same basic engine template. Then, the design was said to be better for emissions and fuel
economy, especially when paired with the company's cylinder-deactivation system. Now "the
customer wants power, so that is why we changed to four valves," says Kay Dietzel,
combustion development director for Mercedes gasoline engines. Both the three-valve head
and the cylinder-deactivation system will be ditched for good when the redesigned S-class

appears in The 3. The new engine shares its bore centers but not its bore, adding 3. The
compression ratio also rises, from A dual-length intake plenum strategizes the breathing, and
variable-valve-timing adjusters on all four cams contribute to a table-top torque curve. The
pound-feet pull from rpm through to rpm. Grams were trimmed off the reciprocating
components, millimeters shaved by using helical gears instead of dedicated chains to drive the
exhaust cams. Is Mercedes learning how to build sports-car engines? In a drive through the
mountains of Majorca, the SLK with a six-speed manual the bigger SL's new seven-speed
automatic is also optional on the SLK spun its rear rubber willingly, the new engine blipping and
blatting with a Honda's hair-trigger throttle response and cyclone-smooth spins up to its rpm
redline. There's more sportlich in the chassis, too. The recirculating-ball steering is no longer
shared with heavy trucks and Maybachs, the new SLK's wheel turning a quick and friction-free
rack-and-pinion. Mercedes skimmed pennies by replacing the old front unequal-length control
arms with struts, but some of BMW's strut-tuning genius found its way over to Stuttgart. The
SLK now darts from corner to corner with prompt and precise responses, taming its mass with
clipped body roll and reliably firm brakes. Mercedes promised the world a new sports car in
Deliveries are set to begin this year. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. We know that AMG , the
high-performance wing at Mercedes-Benz , has a pretty good handle on engine tweakingâ€”just
look at its spring catalog. AMG offers up 14 models, each packing no fewer than eight cylinders
and outputs ranging from horsepower to a mind-boggling horsepower and pound-feet of torque.
And although we've rarely knocked an AMG vehicle for lack of straight-line juice, neither have
we been known to heap praise on the entire package, as it's been our experience that these
souped-up cars are sometimes overweight and underperforming on the skidpad and during
back-road boogies. The German automaker introduced this transmission for , but until now the
most powerful engine it was bolted to was the company's hp, 5. So what are a couple more gear
ratios going to do? Let us explain. Now, the SLK55's valve, 5. V-8 cranks out just six more
horsepowerâ€”but an additional 54 pound-feet of torque. Still, the new car's weight is up
pounds to , so the power-to-weight ratio has worsened slightly. Despite this fact, the SLK55
outaccelerates its predecessor, ripping to 60 mph in 4. Still not convinced? Yet the Vette ties the
SLK at 4. And that was a six-speed manual Corvette, not the wimpy four-speed automatic. Or
consider this: The SLK55 matches its big brother E55 from 0 to 60 mphâ€”despite the E55's
supercharged horsepower propelling fewer pounds per ponyâ€”and is just 0. Besides the
overachieving numbers, acceleration runs are just so darn pleasing in the SLK Modulate the
throttle for launch to produce an appropriate amount of wheelspin, and then hammer itâ€”the
rest is taken care of for you. With the closely spaced cogs, the engine is always kept in a sweet
spot between rpm and the rpm redline; thus, acceleration is never peaky, just strong and
constant, with upshifts executed nearly manual-tranny quick. Mercedes says AMG's
modifications to the standard seven-speed netted percent-faster shifts, and the tranny must
swap ratios quickly since it has to shift twice before reaching 60 mph in the SLK Delayed
reactions would spoil any increased performance from the enhanced gearing. As good as the
transmission is at acceleration runs, it doesn't falter around town, either. Shifts are smooth and
unobtrusive, and despite having seven ratios available, it resists overshifting. Yet the gearbox is
always ready to blast off, providing up to four gear kickdowns at a time. Stand on the throttle
when cruising along at 70 mph in seventh gear, for example, and the transmission seamlessly
downshifts to fourth gear and shoots the SLK forward. Our only complaint with the
transmission is that while decelerating it downshifts aggressively through the gears, making it
impossible to stop smoothly. Of course, you can alleviate this problem by using the manual
mode and choosing not to downshift early. Head on, the air dam is lower and, with its sharper
edges, presents the SLK with a more aggressive, bolder image. Just around the sides, in front
of each wheel, are two vertical slots that promote airflow through the radiator and oil cooler.
Moving along, we happily see the extended side skirts and the inch, spoke AMG wheels that
nicely fill the wells up one inch and six spokes from those on the SLK Around back reside huge
quad tailpipes and a small lip spoiler on the trunk. We were hesitant about the test car's color at
firstâ€”the blue just had too much baby in it. But seeing it in different light, and armed with the
window sticker that clearly indicated Diamond Silver, we changed our minds. The SLK looks
small, and measuring But slide down and in, and you'll be surprised at the space. Have a seat in
the extremely supportive bucket, and adjust it to fit. Most likely, you'll find a pleasant position,
since even our tallest, six-foot-five test dummy found comfort in the SLK, despite no

adjustments for bolster or lumbar. Straight ahead are two large, easy-to-read gauges that relay
speed and rpm, and they light up at night with a brilliant, Lexus-esque white glow. In between
the gauges are the typical Benz digital readouts for such things as the odometer, fuel economy,
and stereo, but the display seems of a higher quality than in other models. All around the
cockpit are reasonable touches of leather and silver-colored plastic. Even the gray plastic on
the dash and center console is softer to the touch than most. Ignite the engine, and it responds
with a lovely V-8 rumble. Dip into the throttle for a taste of the quad tailpipes' roar. But be
careful, especially when the tires are cold, because just a slight throttle nudge may elicit
wheelspin. The throttle isn't touchy; it just takes time to adjust to the amount of forward thrust
you're looking for. Either way, the traction and stability controls will set you straight if they
perceive an inordinate amount of tomfoolery. AMG upsized the brakes by 0. Assisting in
stopping power are two additional pistons in each caliper, making the count six in each front
binder and four in the rears. But the best part is that there's no electrohydraulic wizardry
dishing out the braking force. Had it been in our March roadster comparo, the SLK55 would
have been the most expensive entry but also the quickest through the quarter-mile. Its
aggressive looks and upsized brakes would have worked in its favor, too. It's a very compact,
tight, and solid sports car with stupendous power, the torque at levels causing one to ponder
neck injury. Its gleamingly beautiful silver Mercedes skin looks as if someone had stretched it
over the chassis. You cannot produce a better interiorâ€”it just reeks of luxury. The elegant
seats heated, three temps could not fit better or support more fully. It's a convertible, yet there
is no downside in winter except traction , no incursion of cold, no flapping noiseâ€”and it's
almost as rigid as a coupe. The price is not unreasonable. The valet literally bows when you
show up. Maybe he'll tip you. He should. It's just as fast in a straight line as a Corvette
convertible we tested in March, but it's miles ahead when it comes to refinement for everyday
driving. With the top down and the gas pedal to the metal, the howl from the engine and the
quickly blurring scenery will make the hairs on the back of your neck stand up. I do have one nit
to pick: The upshift and downshift buttons on the back of the steering-wheel spokes need to be
replaced by paddles, which are easier to use and would look way cool in a car of this caliber. On
one hand, it's hard to resist a roadster that delivers Corvette performance pretty close to
Corvette prices, with the extra cachet of that three-pointed star. On the other hand, it's hard to
love a car whose suspension bushings seem to have been hewn from the living
rockâ€”particularly on Michigan's battered roads, particularly when that car wears the
three-pointed star. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Increase the search radius for more results.
Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. Get an alert with
the newest ads for "mercedes benz slk55 amg" in Canada. All rights reserved
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. Price to. Use Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to
travel. Update Cancel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Best match Posted: oldest first Posted:
newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first. Notify me when new ads are posted. Your ad
deserves to be on top. Learn more about our Top Ad feature. City of Toronto. Automatic 40, km
Financing. Automatic , km Financing. Please Contact. Ideally full service history and clean car
fax. Ready to buy the right car. Cash available now. Automatic 80, km. Plus de 12 pi 2 pour
mieux vous servir! Fully certified please text or call me at Automatic 70, km. We carry a huge
variety of aftermarket replacement auto parts for most vehicles in the North American Market.
We offer very Mercedes-Benz ball joint sway bay link control arms Chassis Toronto GTA. This is
the Right Passenger Side mirror glass, adhesive pad included. This is the Left Driver Side mirror
glass, adhesive pad included. Mercedes Benz Page: 1.

